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Sonoluminescence as a Cooperative Many Body Phenomenon
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We propose that sonoluminescence occurs due to the cooperative interaction of the matter in the
bubble with a radiation field. We illustrate how the collective spontaneous emission of population
inverted atomic or molecular states can lead to a time scale of the light pulse which is consistent with
that observed in experiments. Pumping by an ultrasound source provides the necessary condition for
the inverted states to be correlated over a small volume to trigger sonoluminescence. Experimentally
observed role of trace impurities is seen to be consistent in this picture. [S0031-9007(97)04952-1]

PACS numbers: 78.60.Mq, 42.50.Fx
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The phenomenon of sonoluminescence (SL), an ou
burst of a very short light pulse from a gas bubble i
a liquid modulated by an ultrasound, has recently ge
erated quite a few interesting experiments [1]. Therm
blackbody or bremsstrahlung radiation [1–3], dynamica
Casimir effect [4,5], and collision induced emission [6
among many others [1,2,7,8] have been suggested as p
sible mechanisms of its origin. In spite of extensive ex
periments, and equally intriguing theories proposed, th
cause of the outburst remains a mystery. In the qua
tum theories [4,5] first principles calculation of the shor
time scale (i.e.,,10 ps) [9] of the radiated light pulse
has not been done, though such a time scale is cons
tent in this framework. Another important aspect of th
experiments [10,11] is that when only a trace of certa
solutes (inert gases or other molecules) is present in t
liquid solution, SL intensity changes by at least an orde
of magnitude, and even peaks at such minute concent
tions of some of these solutes, though the dielectric co
stant hardly changes at all. It is not yet clear how t
understand this in these approaches [4,5,10]. That t
phenomenon of SL is extremely sensitive in its param
ter space, and which itself is multidimensional is b
now very clear [1,12]. Theoretical interest has also bee
concerned with the classical hydrodynamic stability an
evolution of the bubble [1–3,13]. This classical pictur
proposes a converging shock wave during the final stag
of its contraction, which bounces off the bubble cente
compressing the gas to tremendous pressure and temp
ture, thus causing the outburst. These theories genera
are restricted to understanding the bubble dynamics a
do not address theinherentquantum process of radiation.
This paper attempts to address this key issue of the qu
tum mechanical origin of SL and is complementary to th
classical description of bubble dynamics in some of the
theories [1–3,13].

We propose a new mechanism to explain the orig
of SL as a cooperative many body effect in a two ste
process. The first step is the population inversion requir
to obtain a high density of excited atomic or molecula
states. As the bubble contracts and reaches its minimu
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size, gas in the bubble undergoes order(s) of magnitu
increase in its pressure and temperature [1,3,13] wh
makes the gas highly excited or ionized. There results
population inversion of such excited atoms or molecule
This completes the first step. Atoms in the excited sta
may return to their ground states by the spontaneo
emission of radiation. However, if the distance betwee
the excited atoms is smaller than a length scale, say
wavelength of the emitted light, then there could resu
a phase correlation in the electromagnetic field. T
common radiation field ofN atoms is just the superposition
of the field contributions of the individual componen
atoms,$E 

PN
i1

$Ei , N, and the intensity of the emitted
radiation,I , j $Ej2. The total intensity may be written as

I ,
X
i,j

$Ei
$Ep

j 
X

i

j $Eij
2 1

X
ifij

$Ei ? $Ep
j , N2. (1)

In case of destructive interference,I , N, as in normal ra-
diation [14]. If however, the interference term in the las
expression is nonvanishing, thenI , N2. This coopera-
tive spontaneous decay is the second step. The collec
nature of the emission ensures that the peak intensity of
emitted light goes roughly asN2. Correspondingly the du-
ration of the outburst forN ¿ 1 goes asT1yN, whereT1

is the decay time for a single excited atom [15]. The lon
range phase correlation encompassing a large numbe
component atoms results in the formation of macroscop
quantum coherence (MQC). The MQC state is a sup
position of macroscopically distinguishable states and h
macroscopic observables. Collective decay contrasts w
normal spontaneous decay where individual atoms do
correlate their decay with those in the entire system. E
istence ofquantum coherenceis implicit from the phase
information contained in the field correlations mentione
above [16]. The creation and spontaneous decay of
collective excited (MQC) state is mediated by the electr
magnetic radiation field present in the bubble. One of t
factors that may lead to the enhancement of population
version and MQC is to require metastable states with
very long lifetime” en route to the excited states.
© 1997 The American Physical Society 189
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A complete and thorough calculation of these ide
involves a multiple transition frequency collective deca
model [17]. For clarity and to demonstrate the essent
physical ideas easily, we follow a much simpler mod
for the decay of the collective state following the standa
superfluorescence model [15] closely. It is not to b
construed as a final or complete quantification of the
subtle concepts. To treat the problem of coupling
a collection of atoms to a radiation field, we consid
the effective two-levelquantum Hamiltonian operator
Ĥ  ĤF 1 ĤA 1 ĤAF , whereĤA  1

2

P
l h̄v0ŝl3 is the

atomic part wheresli are the Pauli spin operators fo
the lth atom,ĤF 

P
kl h̄vklâ

y
kâk, the electromagnetic

field part. Each of theN atoms is considered a two-leve
prototype system [18]. Thus thelth atom has a ground
state j2ll and an excited statej1ll to which it may
be excited by an external pumping mechanism provid
by the contraction of the bubble by the ultrasound
SL. In this simple calculation we assume that all two
level systems have the same transition frequencyv0. In
general the transition frequencyv0l for different atoms is
very different and is distributed over a broad spectru
The dipole interaction term̂HAF is given as

HAF 
v0d

c

X
kll

s gkll âk 1 gp
kll â

y
kdŝl2 , (2)

where d is the magnitude of the dipole matrix ele
ment d of the two-level system so thatud  d, and
u ; dysd ? dd1y2. We have thus assumed that all th
atoms in the system are identical and have the sa
dipole matrix elementd [19]. The coupling constant of
the atom field interaction in usual notation isgkll 
fs2p h̄c2dysvklV dg1y2sekl ? ud expsik ? rld, where rl is
the position vector of thelth atom. The time evolution
of the photon destruction operator is given by

Ù̂akstd  2ivklâk 2

µ
iv0d

ch̄

∂ NX
l1

gp
kllŝl2 . (3)

This equation may be formally integrated to obtain

âkstd  âks0de2ivkt 1
iv0d
2ch̄

NX
l1

gp
kll

3 fŝl1stdz psvk 1 v0d

2 ŝl2stdz psvk 2 v0dg , (4)
where we defineŝl6 ; ŝl1 6 iŝl2 and z psxd ; P

x 1

ipdsxd. We now obtain the rate of the change in th
number of photonskn̂kl  kây

kâkl in the field mode
k, by using Eqs. (3) and (4) along with their comple
conjugates to evaluateknkl and making the rotating wave
approximation (RWA) in the end. The expectation
taken in a state defined asjCl ; j0l jFN l wherej0l is the
vacuum state of the photon field andjFN l is an arbitrary
N atom state not yet specified. We then have

k Ù̂nkl 
p

2

µ
v0d
ch̄

∂2 NX
l1

NX
m1

gkllg
p
klm

3 dsvk 2 v0d kFN jŝl1ŝm2jFN l . (5)
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The intensity of the emitted photon pulse at timet in the
direction ofk is defined asIN sk, td ;

P
vk

h̄vkk Ù̂nkl. All
atoms being identical the expectation values in Eq. (5
depend on just two indices, saya and b, used to label
the atoms. The sum overvk is converted into an integral
in the continuum limit. Thus using Eq. (5) we get

IN sk, td 
I1sk, 0dN

4
h2s1 1 kFN jŝa3jFN ld

1 fNGskd 2 1g

3 kFN jŝa1ŝb2jFN lj , (6)

where we defineI1sk, 0d ; s3h̄v0
P

l jek ? uj2dy8pT1,
1yT1 ; 4v

3
0d2y3c3h̄, and the structure factorGskd ;

j
PN

l1fexpsik ? rldgyNj2. The many atom statejFN l
in general is an MQC state. For the present simp
calculation we choose

jFN l ;
NY

n1

ju, fln where

jf, uln ; sinsuy2de2ify2j1ln 1 cossuy2deify2j2ln .
(7)

The dimensionless energy of theN atom system is given
by WN ; s1y2d kFN jŝn3jFN l which simplifies with the
use of Eq. (7) toWN std  s21y2dN cosfustdg. So far
we have ignored the effect of inhomogeneous broadeni
which may be incorporated into Eq. (6) by multiplying
Gskd by a factor Hstd  exps2jtjyTp

2 d. Using these
results in Eq. (6) we get the emitted photon intensity pe
unit solid angle around the direction ofk at timet as

IN sk, td  fI1sk, 0dys4Ndg fN 1 2WN stdg

3 h2N 1 fN 2 2WN stdg fNHstdGskd 2 1gj .
(8)

Conservation of energy implies that the energy lost b
the atoms should be gained by the photon field. Th
can be derived explicitly in the RWA and hence we
get 2h̄v0

ÙWN std  IN std, whereIN std ;
H

IN sk, tddVk.
The integral is over all directions ofk. This gives the
result

2 ÙWN std  IN stdysh̄v0d

 f1ys4T1dg fN 1 2WN stdg

3 fNm 2 2mWN std 1 2g . (9)

We choose the initial state as one that has all atoms
their respective excited statej1l (i.e., complete inver-
sion), which impliesW s0d  Ny2. We may now solve
Eq. (9) for WN std and IN std in the limit Hstd ø 1 to
get [20]

WNstd 
1 2 s1 1 Nmd tanhfst 2 t0dy2tpg

2m
(10)

and

IN std 
h̄v0s1 1 Nmd2 sech2fst 2 t0dy2tpg

4mT1
, (11)
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where

m ; 2N21 1
I

fI1sk, 0dyI0gGskdHstd dVk , (12)

I0 ;
H

I1sk, 0d dVk, t0 ; tp lnsNmd, and tp ; T1ys1 1

Nmd.
The solution for WNstd from Eq. (11) can be used

in Eq. (8) to get the explicit temporal and directiona
dependence of the emitted intensity. Equation (11) is
key result which we shall now discuss. Let us assum
that the volume of the emitting atoms is a perfect sphe
of radius R. Converting sums into integrals in the
continuum limit while evaluatingm, it may be shown that
Nm  9sN 2 1d skRd26fkR cosskRd 2 sinskRdg2, where
k ; jkj. As expected the radiation in this limit is radially
symmetric.

To get physically relevant numbers we choosek 
2pys400 nmd, T1  10 ns, and the density to be abou
100 times that of the gas at STP (i.e., 100 times Av
gadro’s number in0.0224 m3; note that the actual den-
sity may have a radial dependence but the estimates
the intensity and duration of the SL pulse will remai
qualitatively unchanged),R  50 nm. This gives a total
number of radiating atomic or molecular entities of abo
1.4 3 106. This would be measured as the total numb
of photons emitted which is in the ballpark of the mea
sured value [1]. Then using definitions in Eqs. (12) w
get tp  8 fs andt0 ø 0.1 ps and the total energy emit-
ted per pulse of about 4 MeV. We now note that th
measured SL spectrum [10] is a continuum or at lea
has a large distribution in wavelength from about 200
700 nm. Obviously, the million or so atoms that produc
this spectrum are being excited to various different leve
i.e., thelth atom has a transition frequencyv0l and they
are not all equal as assumed here. Equation (11) is
rived in a single transition frequency (v0) model and
hence does not incorporate the different levels of exci
tion. In a generalization to a multiple transition frequenc
model with various excitation levels, the essential featur
such as the short time scale and large peak intensity
Eq. (11) will be retained and the distribution of variou
excitation levels deduced [17]. The spectrum would d
pend on this distribution of excited states and hence t
preparation of the initial MQC state and its dephasing
very important. The initial MQC state being driven b
the thermal or quantum fluctuations, the characteristics
such a driving field would be reflected in the spectru
[17]. If other incoherent interactions are neglected, th
the various types of two-level states will be occupied typ
cally in a Planck distribution. Nonetheless, the enhanc
distribution corresponding to resonance lines could app
as resonance peaks on top of this continuum spectr
[21]. Besides, though the precise trigger for the radi
tion process to begin is provided by the coupling of th
MQC state to quantum fluctuations, other noncooperat
processes may increase the pulse widthtp [20]. In this
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simple single transition frequency model considered he
the time scale of the pulse widthtp , 10 fs is consistent
with the experimental upperbound and the total emitt
energy 4 MeV is in the right order of magnitude [1,9]. In
the general multiple transition frequency model this pul
width tp will be somewhat increased.

The emitted light is expected to be coherent an
it should be possible to test for this property. A
investigation into the spatiotemporal coherence of t
SL source, its spatial size and pulse width using phot
correlations such as the Hanbury-Brown-Twiss effe
[22,23] or other techniques, will provide one of the tes
of our proposed SL mechanism. Some other previou
proposed mechanisms [1–3,6,7] for SL would entail
chaotic emitted light which would show the following
properties in a photon counting experiment performe
for any of its filtered single modes [24]: (i) The
photons would be bunched and the degree of second or
coherencegs2ds0d  2; (ii) the probability of findingm
photons in a given measurement which gives an avera
of kml photons would bePm  kmlms1 1 kmld212m.

If an MQC exists during anytime in the SL proces
then at least some of the emitted light would sho
a coherent character. However, for purely cohere
filtered single mode light [24] (i) the photons would
be antibunched andgs2ds0d  1, and (ii) Pm would be
a Poissonian distribution. We note that along with th
coherent emission proposed in MQC there will als
be some chaotic radiation because of (a) incohere
preparation of the initial MQC state from a therma
(blackbody) field, and (b) there may be chaotic radiatio
from other noncooperative processes. Hence, pur
coherent light may not be seen in experiment [inste
of gs2ds0d  1, we expect1 # gs2ds0d , 2, presumably
close to 1].

There are three possible ways one may obtain a dir
tional dependence in the emitted light: (i) Nonspherici
in the bubble shape may cause the emitted light to unde
refraction or diffraction as may be the case in Ref. [22] an
(ii) nonsphericity in the MQC source (whose size could b
smaller than the already-compressed bubble size). We
clude this viam in the calculation. These first two types
of nonuniformities will probably have a long relaxation
time scale. (iii) An inherent quantum directionality coul
be present in each SL light pulse, which would be ra
dom from pulse to pulse. Unlike the case in superflu
rescence experiments we do not have an incident cohe
light causing the inversion of atomic states. We therefo
do not expect any large dipole radiation of this third typ
Though eachindividual single bubble SL pulsewill have
some of the above coherent character analyzing avera
over many pulses needs caution.

The importance of the thermal conductivity of dis
solved gases, their polytropic index, viscosity of the sol
tion, etc. have already been discussed earlier [1,2,21,2
Hiller et al. [10] have also mentioned the possible role o
191
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Penning ionization. We emphasize three criteria whic
in combination could enhance SL in our picture, namel
that the dissolved gases or solutes (1) have long-liv
metastable states, which (2) are high enough in ener
to be able to excite or ionize other atoms of their ow
or other types, and (3) that these states efficiently tran
fer their energy to other atoms and molecules in inelas
collisions. The rare gases certainly satisfy these con
tions. Even trace amounts of such impurities may e
hance the inversion of states by an order of magnitude
chain stepwise excitations as occurs in plasmas. The
served peak in SL emission atpreciseconcentrations of
noble gases [10,26] may then support such an expla
tion. The reverse effect of quenching of excited states
trace impurities may lead to a dramatic drop in SL inten
sity, as has also been observed [11,26]. From Eq. (11)
total SL intensity should scale as the square of the dipo
moment of the emitting atom or molecule. The increas
in SL intensity with the dipole moment of the solution
molecules (which may be present in the bubble as we
has also been recorded qualitatively [25].

We have discussed a collective, quantum atomis
idea for the origin of SL. Plausible values of inpu
parameters give estimates of the emitted energy per bu
and the short time scale of the SL pulse consistent w
experiment. Experimentally observed critical dependen
of SL on trace impurities may be understood in thi
picture. Study of the emitted photon bursts [22,23] wou
reveal the volume involved in the radiation proces
the time duration of the SL bursts, the two photo
correlations, and other coherence properties which wou
serve as adequate tests of the proposed mechanism.
validity of the proposed mechanism will be explored i
greater detail elsewhere [17].
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